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The College paid tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. last Friday in a series of lectures, recorded
speeches and other running commentary presented in the Lowry Pit area. Here, students reflect on
the man who dedicated his life and wisdom to Civil Rights. Photo by Sue Mertz.'
Stydent Fatalities Attributed to Stress
by David Gaede
(CPS) "Things were tough
enough when I was in college. I
certainly wouldn't want .to be a
.
student today," remarks Dr.
Edwin Sneidman, a professor in
UCLA's psych department.
Indeed, student stress levels
apparently have risen markedly
- since .September, counselors on
various campuses observe.
.
-
-
They point to signs of increasing
stress like more student
withdrawals from classes, packed
schedules at campus counseling
centers, more intra-stude- nt
violence and,-- most - tragically,
more student suicides and suicide
gestures.
Colleges responding to a recent
National Counseling Service Data
Bank survey reported that 60
percent of their counseling
appointments now involve
.
complaints of student inability to
cope with stress.
, "Stress-relate- d illnesses such as
anorexia nervosa are up,"
summarizes Dr. Marvalene Styles,
director of .San Diego State's
" counseling services. "There's a
sharp increase in the severity of
problems. Students are worried.
They have a general sense of
instability and lack of being
grounded. It's clear that
counseling centers are going to
have to shift and change to
address these new, issues. If we
don't, the -- result could be
frightening."
' Counselors blame a depressed
economy, increasing tuition rates,
dwindling financial aid funds, and a
tight job market
.
--for pushing
student stress levels up this year.
Many fear a coming epidemic of
. campus mental health problems if
those financial pressures aren't
eased soon.
"We've sensed an increased
anxiety and stress among students
here," says Paul Ginsberg, Dean
of students at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison- . .""Our
counselors are .seeing more
- students with increasingly more
serious and intense problems."
Student appointments at
. Michigan State's "counseling"
center have -- doubled this year.
Wisconsin; Arizona State and
Washington, among others,
report smaller, though still
significant, increases in the
number of appointments..
"Students are under tremen-
dous stress," says. Joanne
Hanachek, associate counseling
director at Michigan State.
"There's a general sense of power
lessness that students seem to be
feeling in coping with life."
, Counselors say their students
are consequently touchier and
easily provoked. " v-- .
When the University of Florida
"switched from a quarter to a
semester system this fall to try to
conserve energy a record 1200
students dropped out of various
classes. UF counselors attribute
the drop-ou- t rate, more than twice
the level of the previous year, to- -
student inability to take the added
stress of a few extra weeks of
classes.
Florida counselors have also
noted a dramatic flare-u- p of
violence among, students, with
"more disputes , being handled
throughfisticuffs," according to
Jim Archer, director of UF's
counseling center.
Graver yet is the alarming
increase in suicide and suicide
attempts that have plagued some
campuses this academic year. -- '
Suicides among the college-ag- e
population have been increasing
. steadily for the last few years,
according to the National Center
for Health Statistics. r . '
In 1978, the suicide rate for 181
to-2- 4 year-old-s, was 12.4 per
100,000. By 1980 it had climbed to
12.8, and experts believe the rate
will easily surpass 13 per 100,000.
for 1981.
Experts estimate there are nine
suicide attempts for every suicide
death recorded, and suspect the
number may be higher on
campuses.
v1
But colleges generally don't
track such things "mainly because
it would be very poor public
relations to do so," says Marv
Miller, director of the Suicide
Information Center in San Diego.
"Because it is very difficult to
document suicides, it is even
harder to document suicide
,
attempts."
But counselors, based largely
on their ownexperiences, fear the,
worst. ,v '
Michigan' State, for one,
suffered a rash of suicide attempts
during a
v
fall term in which
university trying to cope with
drastic budget cuts weekly
announced course and service
cutbacks. Rumors of whole
department closings were rife." ,
"In general,"- - says MSLFs
Hanachek, "MSU has a very low
rate of suicide attempts, but I had
at least 20 cases this last' semester
.where there was either some
,
suicide gesture orJalk of suicide.
Luckily, none were successful." --
Hanachek says the current
unusual economic and social
pressures are wearing --down
students resistance to stress to
the point that "suicide becomes an
easier answer than one which
. deals with struggle."
.
At the .University, of .Idaho
suicide attempts have gone up 30-to-4- 0.
percent over - last year,
counselors estimate.
" Don Kees, Idaho's, chief
counselor, blames "a very
depressed economic situation" for
. the sudden increase. "Budgets are
being cut by the state, and the
- effects of Reaganomics are
hammering uslwice as hard as the
other areas of the country."- -
Ljke other counselors, Kees
sees no one single reason for the
increase in suicide gestures. He
cites . several factors that can
slowly overwhelm a student. ;
Kees compares, the r stress
buildup to a rising thermometer,
with each - added stress factor
pushing upthe mercury a little
higher. "When the thermometer
reaches a certain point, just about
anything will make if blow: a fight
with a friend, a bad grade, or
finding out that the financial aid
has fallen through." --V,
--
; (cont. on p. 5) ;
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' ill i ;j . ;Great Decisions Highlights
U.S. Defense
by Sue Allen
Important opinions concerning
- United 'States defense policies
were in the making last Thursday
night, January 14, when the first of
eight "Great Decisions" seminars
took place.' Students, faculty, and
community members gathered in
Lean Lecture room "to listen to
other people's opinions and
express their own feelings on the
subject for the evening
America's defense spending.
Juliet Blanchard, the moderator
for the forum, opened by making'
reference to rumors going around
campus that "this would be a very
one-side- d presentation." She
continued by saying, "We all want
--to prevent nuclear war."
Blanchard's introduction set the .
- scene for the debate that followed
concerning what price ' we as
Americans should pay to preserve
our freedom.
Following Blanchard's opening
remarks, a film was shown
representing the side of protestors
of nuclear arms spending. Dr.
Helen Caldicott in a 20 minute
taped presentation made the point
that "nuclear war is not a political
or economic matter but truly a
medical nssue." . She --pointed out .
many of the medical implications
of nuclear war and the horrors we
might, soon see resulting- - from
nuclear attack ' or accidents-Caldico- tt
suggested the
unfortunate way we as Americans
have fallen in love with nuclear"
warfare and now rely on nuclear
weapons like a drug addict relies
- on drugs. Most " Americans,
Caldicott said, have accepted the
fact that we could exterminate a
huge sector of the world's
population and physically impair
for life a great deal more. Above
all, Caldicott advocated examining
the situation from a "truly
humanistic perspective and resist
buildup of nuclear arms in our
defense policy.
Following Caldicott's televised .
' lecture, a supporter of the
opposing side took the stand.
Timothy Spence, a Woosterjunior, made a speech in
support of President Reagan's
defense program a program
that will) cost the United States
$1.2 to $1.5 trillion dollars over the
next five years. Spence started out
by agreeing with Dr. Caldicott on
' the idea that nuclear war is tragic.
.
He' then discussed U.S. measures -
of deterring the Soviet Union.
Spence furthermore supported
Reagan's program, saying it is a
strong effort - to continue the
struggle --against totalitarianism. .
He concluded with a statement
representing the general tone of
his speech: "The sword in the
. scabbard is in use." ,
. r While Spence believed that it is
--worth the terrible cost of $1.2 to
$1.5 trillion over the next five years
to defend America and preserve
our freedom, Caldicott suggested
. that we are inhumane to continue
nuclear arms buildups. The
Spenditures
important issues- - according to
Caldicott, were two that Spence
did not address: the ruthless
planning of nuclear war by the
human race and the cost we may
possibly pay in the future.
Following Spence's speech, Jean
Blarney of the Political Science
department voiced her concern
that our over reliance on nuclear
security as an answer to military
.
problems may be .detrimental to
the U.S. In the open discussion "
that followed, many audience
members expressed their feelings '
that the United States should
make more effort than it has thus --
far to come to arms litigation
agreements with the Soviet Union
and within the United Nations.
The next "Great Decisions"
seminar will be held on Thursday, --
January 28 from 7:30 p.m. to 9 '
p.m. in Lean. The topic for the
evening will be "The U.S.S.R. arid
Poland: Troubles in the Worker's
Paradise." All interested persons
are welcome to attend. -
Oretovec Projects
Possible Demise --
Of GSL Program
--
'
-- bv Jerry Thompson'':' f."':
There is considerable anxiety K
and uncertainty among many1
Wooster students because of the
current budget .cuts in
Washington and their effect on ,
financial aid. At the end of
October; the Voice interviewed
Paul Orehovec, Director of
Financial Aid at Wooster, to get ;
his evaluation of the situation and
its effect on Wooster students.
Among other changes, Orehovec
anticipated alterations in the - --
Guaranteed Student Loan
program(GSL) and warned that
."the worst is down the road" in
terms of the origination fee and
increased ' student loans. The
following article is an update on ' '.
financial aid prospects for next "
year and beyond: '
- because of -- the Fourth .
Continuing Resolution, which was ;
signed by the President while
Wooster was on winter, break and
exends to March 31, fhe period in
which the - government may --
continue functioning ;. on the
current budget, it is possible that
financial aid offices across the'
country will move into late March
without knowing final program --
regulations for federal allocations
in the upcoming academic year. ;
As Orehovec points out, the
passage of this resolution puts the
Financial Aid Office in "a most
difficult position" regarding federal , ,
funding planned for next year, ,'
Despite the activities in
Washington, Orehovec and his .
' staff are busily rjreparing student --
aid awards to be sent out in May.
Though it is impossible to be sure
what will occur, the office is ,..
projecting further cuts in federal
funding and granting awards from
- (cont. on p. 6)
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European Peace Movement:
Why No U.S. Counterpart?
Guest Editorial by Torsten Wasch
I share with a large number of Europeans a growing sense of disquiet
over present American foreign policy. As a former CO. W. student, I feel
a need to communicate some of these feelings to you, especially since I
believe that the goals and aims of the European, and particularly the
German, peace movement are largely misunderstood in the U.S.
Of whom does this movement consist? They have been called
communist agitators and anti-Americanis- ts. Yet the communist party is
so small in Germany as to be politically completely insignificant. The
German peace movement recruits followers from all major parties, even
from the Conservatives. It receives enormous backing from the
Protestant Church, which was one of the foremost initiators of the
movement, as well as from the trade unions. With us at the demonstra-
tions are many of the same people who were in Nazi concentration
camps for their political convictions. We are not anti-Americanis- ts, we
are anti-militarist- s, and I hope for --the sake of the world that the two are
not to be equated.
The movement is founded, simply enough, on a fear of war and a
desire for peace. The two world wars were fought primarily in Europe;
theTesuhs need not be discussed. Germany is, in my eyes, the nation
which should have learned most from this history. Yet stationed in this
country only one and one-hal- f times the size of Ohio are 4000 nuclear
warheads, with the object of protecting our precious Western freedom. I
think this situation can be compared to that of the "death belt" dividing
Germany, which supposedly exists to protect Socialist freedom in East
Germany: nowhere in the world is there a larger amassment of nuclear
weapons than in West Germany, nowhere else are there as many
chemical and biological warfare systems. This is incredible in view of the
fact that Germany controls not one atomic warhead, all being manned
and serviced by American troops, of which there are 300,000 here. The
same is true for the biological and chemical weapons, in one of the few
nations in the world which has by its constitution pledged itself to
produce and store no such weapons.
Admittedly, nuclear deterrence has "worked" in the past. Yet with the
new medium-rang- e missiles now stationed here (over 200 more are to
follow next year) this situation is drastically altered, as a look at the
following facts will show: a missile launched from the U.S. toward the
USSR, or vice versa, detonates after a flight time of about 25 minutes:
almost half an hour to talk in case of an accidental launch and enough
time for the defending nation to launch its own missiles in case of attack
mutually assured destruction, or whoever shoots first dies second.
This is the underlying principle of nuclear deterrence. With the new
medium-rang- e weapons in Europe, the warning time for the USSR is
reduced to between four and seven minutes. This leaves no time for red
telephones in case of accidental launch (there were 147 false alarms in
the U.S. in 1979 and 1980), and the defender's ability to strike back would
be severely crippled, since that nation could not launch in time. The only
counterstrike would go against Western Europe, because the mobile
Soviet medium-rang- e missiles could not be destroyed by Western ones.
It comes as no surprise to me that Mr. Reagan has now said three times
that he believes a "limited" nuclear war in Europe to be possible, and that
Mr. Haig has said that there are more important things in the world than
peace.
For the U.S., of course, the above-describe- d situation cannot arise,
"since there are no medium-rang-e missiles facing America. Interestingly
enough, the U.S. has once been in this situation: in 1962. During the
Cuban missile crisis, the U.S. threatened the USSR with war if the
missiles were not removed, yet the Soviets have been offering to talk on
the matter for almost a decade.
According to a recent poll, 68 of U.S. citizens expect a nuclear
confrontation between the superpowers. Yet Mr. Reagan's policies
continue unchecked. Everything that happens in the world today isjudged according to best cold war fashion: Yankee good, commie bad.
USSR involvement in Poland is bad, U.S. involvement in El Salvador
good. Everyone seems to be afraid only of the "other side's" bombs,
while nuclear weapons as such are a threat to peace and humanity. But
it's the Russians who are powering the arms race, we are told. Yet it was
the U.S. who, after the atomic bomb, first developed the hydrogen
bomb, long-distanc- e bombers, medium-rang- e missiles, tactical and
intercontinental nuclear weapons, atomic submarines, submarine-launche- d
nuclear missiles, multiple-warhea- d missiles and the neutron
bomb. The only exception to this rule was Sputnik, the only device in this
listing one might call "peaceful."
Any American patriot will now tell me that if there were no nuclear
missiles in Western Europe, the Soviets would overrun us. Yet Austria
borders on three Warsaw pact nations, is not a member of a Western
alliance, and yet has never been disturbed. Finland is in the same
situation. Yugoslavia and Albania left the Warsaw Pact;-neithe- r was
attacked. Switzerland and Sweden have been very profitably neutral for
centuries.
As concerns the infamous Russian steamroller, there are 65,000
Warsaw Pact to 27,000 NATO tanks. Yet a large number of the Eastern-.- ,
ones are completely outdated vehicles, while in Germany alone there are '
over 500,000 guided anti-tan- k missiles. There are more than two Warsaw
pacts to each Western one. but a Soviet division is only slightly larger
than half a NATO one. Nevertheless, the West is "re"-armin- g. The
current arms race has reached a level never before even approximated.
Today, one million U.S. dollars per minute are spent on armaments in '
(cont. on p. 5)
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Fostered in Draft Registration
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world," President Reagan recently announced his intention to continue
the program implemented by his predecessor, Jimmy Carter, that
requires all men to register for the draft, within 30 days of their 18th
birthdays.
Obviously, Reagan's reference to peacetime registration as "immoral"
during his 1980 campaign for the. presidency was simply the politically
expedient thing to do. It was perhaps foolish on my part to consider that .
Reagan's questioning of the morality of a peacetime registration might
demonstrate his awareness that there has never been a draft registration
without a draft.. And that there has never been a draft without a war.
The prospect of war is clearly not something that Reagan, Haig, and
their conspirators greatly fear. Europeans have marched by the
hundreds of thousands to protest the militarism of the Reagan
administration. For those of us who have been frustrated by the failure to
develop a visible American counterpart to this European peace
movement, it is reassuring to note that American youth are refusing to
register in tremendous numbers. Even the selective service system
admits that more than 800,000 of the 6,600,000 eligible men failed to
register during the Last 18 months. Barry Lynd, of the Committee Against ' .
the Registration and Draft, argues convincingly that more than 1,000,000
of those eligible have not registered. By either figure, it is the lowest
compliance rate in history.
We must not only welcome, but encourage this powerful act of civil
disobedience. Throughout history, women and men have recognized the
necessity, and potential impact of deliberately disobeying the law.
Thoreau called civil disobedience a "duty," and went on to argue that, "It
is not desirable to cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the
right." Martin Luther King Jr. differentiated between just and unjust
Laws, when he forcefully argued that as much as it was our duty to obey --
just laws, it was equally our duty to disobey unjust laws.
Those of us who conscientiously object to war must make that
objection not only when the war itself is a reality, but at each of the
preliminary steps along the way to war. Ending wars once they have
begun has proved far more difficult than even the formidable task of
preventing their beginning. It is only by refusing to register and by
refusing the draft that we might hope to prevent future Vietnams,
Koreas, and worse.
The time has come to register our unwillingness to be a part of the
imperialism made necessary by an economic system' that requires the
markets and natural resources of other nations in order to survive.
Phillip Berrigan poses a question which we all must consider "...given
corporate capitalism's appetite for war, given the bomb as a diplomatic
bargaining chip, what is the meaning and price of discipleship?"
If you should decide to fill out the card which registers you for the next
draft and accompanying war, I hope you realize you are not registering
for a war in which the United States would be defending itself against an
attack from a potential outside oppressor, but rather for the war in which
the United States will be itself an , outside oppressor. Against an
unwanted outside attack, the people of a nation voluntarily mobilize
themselves. It is only a war in which we invade Libya in revenge of a
fictional "hit squad," or in which we fftvade El Salvador to prop up the
"friendly" but repressive, right wing dictatorship, which will require
conscription.
Ronald Reagan was right. This is a dangerous world made all the
more dangerous by the Neanderthal mentality which accepts the notion
that war and the threat of war are viable diplomatic ploys, even at a time
when the flip of a switch ensures world --destruction.
In these times, wanting peace is not enough. War can no longer be left
to generals to plan, but is now up to civilians toprevent. Don't registerJt
only encourages them. .- -
Student Joins Call for Love, Dignity;
Questions Use ofMX to Show Concern
To the Editor,
I have no intention to go into a
polemic in the pages of the Voice
with anybody. The purpose of this
letter is to clear up a couple of
points that were brought up by Ed
Heupler in the Jan. 13 issue of the
Voice. v
I do not know Mr. Seidel
personally. That is why there is no
-- reason for me to attack his
personality. My attack, if it-w- as an
attack, was based on his ideas,
which were expressed in his" letter 'to the Voice of Oct. 30th. If Mr.
Heupler would read myletter once --;
more, especially the first
paragraph, I am sure he will
understand that mine was not a
hateful attack to Mr. Seidel's
personality. For this reason, I will --
not apologize: If I were to write the
same letter again, I would use the
very same descriptive words-for- .
Mr. Seidel's ideas. But if Mr. Seidel
and others perceived it in a
different way, there is not much I
can do about it. After all, I can
repeat an old Turkish proverb:
The one with, the wound will get
hurt the most. -
In his personal letter which.!
found in my mailbox after my'
answer appeared in the Voice, Mr.
Seidel accused, me of being dis-
respectful to human dignity, being
a fool, and being uninformed about
the issues. I was not hurt because I
knew I was informed about the
issues well enough to know what I
was- - talking about. I was not hurt
because I knew J was not a fool. I
was not hurt because I had great
respect for human dignity. It was
my respect to human dignity
.
(cont. on p. 3) ' . '
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Lectures on King
Deserve Thanks
Dear Editor ;"
I would like to express my
appreciation to several professors'
who honored Dr. Martin Luther
King by offering a lecture in class,
January 15, relevant to Dr. King's
continuing struggles. I am sure
that organizing a lecture of this
nature takes time and effort.-Th- e
sacrifice made by these professors
- (cont. on-p- t 3) ' '"
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THE WEEK IN NEWS
Compiled by Sue Allen and Dan McKenty - : -
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
- V
Paris U.S. military attache Lt. Col. Charles R. Ray, 43, was
assassinated Monday on a sidewalk in a fashionable neighborhood in
Paris. Police say the shell of the fatal bullet was the same kind that was
used in the unsuccessful assassination attempt of the U.S. embassy's
ranking diplomat, Christian Chapman, just five weeks ago. Newsteondncy reports from Beirut said an unknown group calling itself The
Lebanese Armed .Revolutionary Faction claimed responsibility lor the
(assassination in a telephone call to western correspondents. Paris police
said the assailant looked to be Arabian.
Rome Red Brigade terrorists announced plans to further their
bloody actions against U.S. diplomats Monday. While no other specifics
were given in the Brigades communique, II Messagero reported Monday
that an Italian judge believedjhat the terrorists will kill kidnapped U.b.
Brig. "Gen. James-L- i Dozier.' ' -
Warsaw The military crackdown continues m Poland as more
arrests have been'made in an attempt by Poland's Communist party to
Icleanse itself and Solidarity of anyone considered "dangerous to
Poland's Socialist government." Roman Catholic primate Jozef Glemp
denounced the,martial law authorities and asked Poles to unite "because
no one is going to help us."
Brussels The United States and its European allies tightened their
economic pressure onWarsaw and Moscow Monday. The pressure
came in the form of communiques issued by foreign ministers of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Spokesmen tor NATO said the
U.S. and its Western European allies were considering further bans of
high technology to the Soviet Union. . "- - -
Jerusalem The breakdown in negotiations Tuesday between the
government and settlers dimmed prospects for a peaceful evacuation of
Israeli settlers from the northern Sinai Peninsula. Militant leaders of the
Mediteraneah resort town of Yamit announced the breakup of their
negotiation committee and predicted a "national catastrophe" if the
government attempts to remove them by force.
Paris Four conservative candidates won special National Assembly
races in France Sunday. The races were seen as the first test of France's
new Socialist government and a political setback for Socialist President
Francois Mitterand who defeated former President Valery Gtscard
cfEstang in May of last year. x
f Helsinki Premier Mauno Koivisto claimed victory Monday when he
won enough votes to make him Finland's first Socialist President.
Koivisto said Finland's Communist party offered him five electoral
college votes if needed and the other seven candidates conceded.
NATIONAL NtWS
Indian Springs, Nev. Four United States Air Force pilots were killed
Monday in what United States officials deemed the worst accident in the
history of the precision flying Air Force team. The four T-3-8 Talon
Thunderbird jets collided in air near NeDis auxiliary airfield at Indian
Springs, Nevada. The jets were rehearsing for their March exhibition
which was created to "boost morale and confidence in jet aircraft."
Washington President Reagan held a televised press conference
from the East Room of the White House Tuesday. Questions directed to
the president concerned tax exemptions for schoolswhich discrirninate,
tighter controls on confidential materials leaked from the administration,
the rise in national unemployment, economic recovery and the crisis in
Poland. Speaking on Poland, President Reagan said he believed "the
situation is deteriorating," and that "the United States stands ready to
take other measures if the present situation continues."
Washington President Reagan ordered a crackdown on official
contacts with the media in an effort to lessen a major problem of govern-
mental information leaks. All classified, National Security Council
matters must now be approved by a senior official before being released
to the media.
Washington President Reagan, in an attempt to --establish his
opposition to racial discrimination announced Monday that he will
submit legislation to Congress to prohibit tax exemptions for schools
which practice racial discrimination. By doing this he will attempt to
partially, reverse his administration's,, decision concerning the
exemptions: '
Washington House Republican leader Robert H. Michel of Illinois
said recently that President Reagan is "facing reality" and is finally
coming to major decisions on prospective tax increases. Reagan has
been subjected to great pressures urging him to propose tax increases in
an attempt to hold down a deficit of nearly $90 billion. '
Washington A Virginia man convicted of possession and sale of nine
ounces of marijuana wiB serve a forty-yea- r prison term. The United States
Supreme , Court has upheld the sentence and warned federal judges
against Interfering with sentences handed out under state laws.
STATE NEWS - . -
Columbus Education officials have indicated that they will ask the
state legislature to require courts to notify schools of teachers who are
convicted of sex-relate- d crimes. Officials continue a struggle, to withdraw
state certification to any such offenders. -
Columbus State Budget Director Howard L. Collier will present to
the State Controlling Board a mathematical solution to trim enough from
state spending to mak tin a ST billion deficit thentafe ha armiod
Ad Appears in Daily Record
Supporting Kight to (choose
Wooster Pro-Choic- e reminds
readers that nine years ago today,
Jan. 22. 1973, the U.S. Supreme
Court passed legislation to legalize
abortion so that individuals have
the right ' to "be - free from
unwarranted --governmental
intrusion.""" (Roe v.. Wade).
Responding to the current threat
in 1982 of abortion being outlawed,
Pro-Choic- e has taken out an ad in
The Daily Record today informing
the public , of the "governmental
threat to freedom of choice by
denying women the right to have
abortions.- -
THOUSANDS bFtfU
CHAR6lti& DOWN THE
BATTERED VttliSlDE
THROUGH THE PALE
ttOONUGHT STBMGKT
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--THE INTERNATIONALIST
by Tessie Tzavaras
What goes on behind the
political scenes?
How much of a governmental
official's power stems from hisher
personal ability, and how much is
part of the position one holds?- -
These and other such questions
are addressed in the Washington
Semester Program in American
University's Political Science'
Dept. in an attempt to analyze the
power relations within and
between the various institutions of
a political system. The advantage
of the Washington Semester
Program was that it allowed the
students to . test the models
outlined in political science. I
participated in this program in the.
Side Economics Can
Only Given a Chance
Guest Editorial by Timothy E. Spence
- While President Reagan still basks in personal popularity, his handling
of the-- economy over the past year has unjustly garnered criticism.
Critics lambasted the President for the paltry state of the economy at the
beginning of the' third quarter, in spite of the tact that his rather
revolutionary domestic program had not even' taken effect.. Then
opponents and wavering supporters thought his revolution to be chilling
when the President announced in November that we had. entered a
slump, a month after the Administration's domestic policy took effect.
Then came the education of David Stockman, the announcement of
larger deficits, and sad news about more joblessness.
So all this dreaded news has scared many of the President's
supporters even some of his top aides. In increasing numbers they
have submitted to critics, and crept toward reverting to the old cries for
revenue enhancement tobalance budgets, defense cuts, and worse, they
ask for tax cuts to be delayed. Sadly enough, these people are seeking a
gradual return to more of what debilitated the nation in the first place.
. To answer these criticisms about the handling of the economy by the
now year-ol- d Administration, a broader scope than the one used by
doom-save- rs must be examined. There have been more improvements
in the economic sphere than we are often willing to admit. A stabler
money supply has reduced interest rates which soared during President
Carter's last year, and which hit record highs last summer. Partly a
consequence, inflation moved to below ten percent for 1981, and the
fourth quarter saw more confidence in the stock and bond markets.
Some relief was also felt in the nation's balance of payments, what it owes
other nations for goods traded.
Meanwhile, budget deficits promised to skyrocket. 'Estimates by
Stockman's OMB showed deficits possibly surpassing the $100 billion
mark this fiscal year. Worse, the national debt grew to over a trillion
dollars. " " " ' .
It is this huge amount of red which has scared Stockman and others to
seek solutions which make the policies of John Maynard Keynes look .
quasi-priedmanis- h. Stockman has requested that the President embark
upon a policy of revenue-enhanceme- nt (read tax increases), cutbacks in
crucial defense expenditures, and a near reversal of the Economic .
Recovery Act of 1981. In short, Stockman has sought policies which
failed President Carter, almost abandoning his supply-sid- e colleagues,
the most prominent of whom is President Reagan. The whole supply-sid- e
concept, one which was the selling point of Reagan's New Beginning, is
the creation of a solid currency, which would be returned to individuals
and business for capital improvements and investment. The President
set this process in motion last October, and though its path has proved .
to be full of briars, more improvements appearto be forthcoming.
Mr. Stockman is concerned, however, that the huge deficits which will
be created by tax cuts and defense increases have had and will continue .
to have an effect on the nation's interest, rates, and vice versa.
Apparently, he fails to realize that Japan, for example, consistently runs
large deficits, yet its interest rates are half the sizes of the United States. --
Deficits, though not harmless, do riot have the devastating effect when .
they are (fought by careful borrowing to pay them off) as opposed to --
printing money to stifle them, a poHcv which was followed in years past.
V (cont on p. 5) .', . '.
Fall of 82 (the subsection on
Foreign Policy).
The Program consisted of three
components. First, it involved a
non-oai-d internship two days a
week. One's place of employment
had tb be either in the govern-
ment a Congressional Office
or in a non-governmen- tal body
concerned with the issues of '
politics. My internship was at the
Society for International Develop
ment (SID), which is part of SID
International - of the United
Nations.
The second part of the Program
was the Seminars. These were
relevant to one's subsection the
ones I followed were on foreign
Policy. The speakers were govern-
mental and non-governmen- tal
politicians, diplomats and a few
academicians; . they - gave short
presentations followed by
question v sessions. Here, the
students, were free to direct the
discussion to their area of interest
and ask whatever they wanted.
The group advisor was, of course, '
(cont. on p. 4)
Missiles no Way
--to Reach Love
(cont. from p.' 2)
which forced me to answer Mr.
SeidelY letter of Oct. 30. I just
interpreted his personal letter as a
sign of anger which is usually felt
by the people' who cannot stand
criticisms. (Here, I agree that I
made an assumption about Mr.
SeideFs personality.)
Although I am not a Christian as
Mr. Heupler assumes, (I am a
m.M -- 1mm InHoilwW IcIMMI WMM
him in his call for love with all my
heart. The problem is how we are
going to reach that love. With MX
missiles and Minuteman system?
-
-
- Ayse Beyazit
P.O. Box C-11- 66
Lectures on King
Deserve Thanks
. (cont. from p. 2)
was exemplary, more than just a
compromise, because the sacrifice
complimented Dr. King's ideals.
I also appreciate Ed Heu pier's
distinction between criticizing a
person, and criticizing a person's
views. ' Making this distinction
leads, I think, to further
cation and to the type of tolerance
so publicly acclaimed last spring.
- V Sincerely
'
. .' Terry W. Gillispie
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HERE AT
by Susan Figge
Of late we have become
increasingly interested in
exploring our origins, in taking a
new look at what earlier
generations faced and survived. It
is not necessarily a sentimental
interest, but rather an attempt to
understand inherited values --and
above all to look at models for
survival in a risky future.
Origins for many of us mean
immigration indeed at some
point in our family histories we are
nearly all the children of
immigrants. In this century and the
last one waves of immigrants from
Germany, Ireland, Italy and many
other - countries arrived on
American shores, some of them
our grandparents.
Among these weary and
tempest-tosse- d were the East
European Jews, who crowded
along with many other ethnic
groups into the tenements and
basement apartments of New
York's Lower East Side. For many
"The Land That I Show You"
meant poverty, sweat shop labor,
and isolation; but it also held out
the promise of prosperity! of
success and of a better life for sons
and daughters.
Next week several college
events will focus on that immigrant .
experience and how the children
of those immigrants journeyed
outward to play major roles in the
shaping of mainstream American
culture.
On Monday evening, January
25, at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel,
Alfred Kazin, Distinguished
Professor of English at the City
University of New York, will
lecture on "The Modern Jewish
Experience in America." The son
of Russian immigrants, Kazin
recalls the pressure of his parentts'
expectations for him: "It was not
for myself that I was expected to
shine, but for them to redeem
the constant anxiety of their
existence. I was the first American
child, their offering to the strange
new God." In books like A Walker
in the City and New York Jew
Kazin goes on to describe his own
attempts to escape his immigrant
past, his success as a writer and
literary critic, his work for Henry
Luce's Fortune, and finally his
increasing awareness and
celebration of the Jewish origins of
his thought and sensibility.
As a literary critic, Kazin
redefined and reinterpreted
American cultural and literary
traditions in such books as On
Native Grounds and Contem
poraries. He has also written
brilliantly about his encounters
with American literary figures like
Lionel and Diana Trilling, Edmund
Wilson, Mary McCarthy, Saul
Bellow, Henry Luce, Robert Frost
and Sylvia Plath. As a literary critic
and teacher of literature he will
discuss with students "The Place
of Literature in American
Pragmatism" on Monday
afternoon at 4 p.m. in Douglass
Lounge.
Kazin's style, his unique
combination of storytelling,
perceptive analysis of American
life and culture, and his
engagement in social issues,
should contribute to an interesting
afternoon and evening.
"World of our Fathers" should
be complemented by "World of
our Mothers." Hester Street
(Wednesday evening in Mateer
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.) tells the
story of a girl-wif- e Gitl, who arrives
fresh from the Russian ghetto,
bringing with her the customs,
WOOSTER
dress and language which her
semi-Americanize- d husband (he
has a girlfriend and plays baseball)
has been all too glad to leave
behind. Gitl's survival, her
transformation from self-effacin- g
timid girl to what one critic has
called a "triumphant bonfire" is a
major theme of the film.
A photo exhibit, "The Lower
East Side: Immigrant Portal to
America, 1875-1925- " (Lowry
Center Main Lounge) capture the
flavor of life in the tenements,
sweat shops and busy' streets at
the turn of the century. It includes
moments of heartbreak, hard
work and humor.
However unique, the modern
Jewish experience in America has
(cont. on p. 6)
by L. A. Blum
A run of Januaries at The
College of Wooster (with a few
that but stillnot - - necessary - - --
desirable digressions)...
Jan. 20, 1926
Glancing down page one, the
reader is snared by the headline:
"Bolsheviks Gain Strong foothold
in Kenarden." Hold it The Reds
are invading Kenarden? A quick
perusal of the article, however,
reveals that what they meant to
say was "Bachelors." (They had
trouble with headlines even then.)
The reference is to the formation
of a Bachelor's Club in Kenarden,
the ultimate criterion of which
seems to have been, nebulously
enough, "the elimination of all
feminine relationships." One of the
select few 'admitted is quoted as
saying: "...Girls are not conductive
to study, and Kenarden
companionship is preferable
anyway." Hmmm. That could
have a lot of implicationsPartic-
ularly given that rather Freudian
slip. Surely he didn't really mean
conductive...?
Dec. 11, 1941
A front page Statement of
Policy, beginning with "Our
country is at war!" and culminating
with: "The editors of The Wooster
Voice realize that during such a
national emergency there is no
room for opposition to the
country's determined policy to
prosecute the war to a victorious
end.. .The terms interventionist
and non-intervention- ist cease to
have meaning. They are empty
words."
Sound familiar? Forty years
later and there's still no room for
opposition.
Jan. 20, 1944
While war is raging iri Europe
and the Pacific, in Wooster you
have the unique announcement
that "Girls at Babcock may eat
breakfast Sunday mornings in
their housecoats if they look
respectable." Gee. Maybe next
week they'll let them out on the'
streets. Wooster always was a
progressive sort of place.
As for this week's .editorial, we
have the newly formed Wooster
War Council, dedicated to
"winning the war and winning
peace." (Winning peace? It's nice
to know the rhetoric never
changes...)
"Give more than a nod of
approval to the Wooster War
Council. Give time and energy.
Play your part in 'making 1944 a
victorious year."
" The time is now.' "
Makes one' want to enlist. Too
bad the Marines left so quickly.
We also have --the following
exchange:
KlUST NCR SUFWKI TOXX&S
OF U WNHUEIL'
Sib
THE WAY
"Him saw her standing "in
hall.
.
Her would not look at he at
all.
Him liked she looks, she
talk, she smile.
For she him would have
walked a mile,
To him sweet words she
ears were deaf,
Her saw draft card said him
"
was 4F." ;
Figure that one out.
The 50s we covered last week,
so we can leave them out of this
spectrum. One has the feeling
they'll be coming back before long
anyway. Let's hit those years
professors love:
Dec. 14, 1967
A front-pag- e Voice article starts
out: "And if you want to make
something funny of it, it's a good
thing your vacation begins on the
15th (of December), or I'd give you
20 more days!"
The speaker: Woostler's local
justice. The occasion: The trial of
four Wooster students arrested
for "trespassing" at the local draft
board. Arrested not for violence,
but for refusing to leave the
premises.
Yes, we know. Different breed
of students then. They cared.
Feb. 9, 1968
In a front page editorial on the
expected departure of one of
Wooster's more individualistic
professors, the editor writes:
"In its aggregate emotional
scheme of sheer naivete, the
College has never been able to
understand that one cannot pride
' oneself upon one's capacity to
receive the new and the innovative
without one day being put to the
actual test; and, having -- once
received the new, without one day
being forced to give up something
of the old."
In hiring a professor, the
editorial continues, the College
"will seek the man who is devoid of
rough edges, who will operate in
his department J, as in his
classroom) like a well-lubricate- d .
instrument and who will look at his
colleagues' faces for the right way
in which to vote during faculty
meetings.". ' - '
How little the circumstances
change. "
In the same issue, a letter to the
aforementioned editor starts "out:
"We have resigned ourselves to
the fact that you are editor of
Voice. Why don't you resign
yourself to the opinions "of
others?"
Jan. 23, 1970
Some . 180 prospective black
students visit the college for what
the Voice hopes "could become
one of the most significant steps in .
't'IT WAS
attempting to recruit more Black
Students at'the College." Uh huh.
Note the plethora of black
students at the College now.
A letter to the editor comments
on their visit:
"My greatest .concern is
centered upon the support of the
demands of our black population
by the administration and
numerous white students. Many of
these demands I have found to be
ridiculous and even childish..:'
"...When the administration
considers the applications of these
black prospective students, I hope
the past standards of the school
will be kept in mind. It would be a
grave mistake to lower these
standards in an effort to raise the
black population at the College of
Wooster."
Those intellectuals writing'
letters' to the Editor haven't
changed much either. Thank God
we've kept our standards high.
Jan. 22, 1971
The lead headline: "Up Against
the Wall, Father."
Philip Berrigan indicted for
allegedly plotting "to kidnap
presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger and blow up selected
heating facilities in government
buildings."
Berrigan and his comrades have
been around for awhile now. 1967
Pouring blood on the draft files.
1968 Burning those Selective
Service records with napalm. And,
more recently those nose
cones. Maybe they've got him for
good this time. Preaching peace
like that..he could get pretty
dangerous.
What else today? Coach Bob
Nye's confessing that "Long hair
bugs the heck out of me," while .
directing all athletes to the nearest
barber. Keep those jocks in line.
What else on Jan. 22? A letter to
the Editor from a man serving as
private in Vietnam.
"Applying for the CO. is too
much like saying a prayer every
time you are about to act. It is a
front... .The first mistake is to
declare oneself something
indefensible. There is no reason to
sacrifice time, strength, love and
life for this or that cause. Unless
one is truly desperate. Then the
situation is very different..." -
Jan. 21, 1972
By this time, the printer has
refused to print the- - Voice. Why?
Remember those little boxes that
used to be on each side of the
masthead? One of them said: "The
COW is like a whore. You pay it
and it screws you." How
distasteful. People "always were
touchy about the quotes in those
little boxes.
As a perhaps fitting epitaph, an
.-EXCf-
iPtOFCOFOR
AND DWXR'NT.
excerpt from a letter to the Editor
of Jan. 23, 1970:
"But you need a 'radical rag...,'
and I mean the kind on that regular
II L O tyeuuwi&n roy-iyp- e yxiyiKi 101,
though there are talented people
on the Ueice, they're held back
can't really hang loose and print
what they want, including 4-lett- er
words for their shock value. Right
now the Voice has to write
probably what anybody would
write with Mommy and Daddy
lookina over his shoulders!
"Wooster definitely needs a
radical rag like the Berkley Barb, ,
the Washington - Quicksilver
Times, or the Chicago Seed, and
soon!"
Some things never change.
Internationalist
- (cont. from p. 3)
present to evaluate the individuals
performance and to interfere, if
necessary. Once a week the
advisor held one or two lectures to
"pull things together" and analyze
with the group the input of the
speakers and the readings.
The third and final part of the
Program was the Project. This was ,
a 30 to 45-pag- e paper on a
"Washington researchable" issue.
In other words, the topic had t6 be
such thatwould require more than
the traditional library research?, on
tko rnntraru tko aim wnt to turn
.'the student into a...minidetective.
and to take advantage of those
people one met through the intern-
ship, the seminars, and generally,
in the political life of D.C.(including Congressional
Hearings, access to officials,
government publications). It was
pretty challenging to try to secure
an interview with those closely
related to the specific issue a
student was working on, and even
more challenging to try to "pull
out" information of substance.
The combination of the intern-
ship, the seminars, and the
Research Project was a powerful
one for those who took advantage
of the opportunity. It was a good
chance to test one's ability to deal
with people, to measure one's
adventurism, and," through trial
and error, to figure out the "ropes"
in the area.
My Semester in Washington,
D.C. is an experience that I would
like to share with you through
"The Internationalist" this quarter.
And what better place to study the
art of politics, than the Capital of
the U.S.? ..
. Tessie Tzavaras, a junior, is
double-majorin- g in Economics
and Political. Science.
Reagan Deserves Chance
(cont. from p. 3)
Unemployment, which reached an all time high of 8.9 last year, is a
favorite striking point for critics of President Reagan's domestic
program. Though inordinately high, we must take into consideration the
fact that the auto industry has suffered so many self-inflict- ed traumas .
that such an unemployment rate is nothing monumental. When one
considers the extent to which the auto industry and its dependent
manufacturers pervade the, economy, it js little wonder the rate of .
unemployed labor is not higher.
It is all too easy to criticize when things have gone awry, or are believed
to have gone. awry. We fail to realize that the strength of the
Administration's program lies in the fact that it is a long-ter- m plan for
long-ter- m problems. For "too long those in positions of power and
responsibility have passed over troubles using short-ter- m solutions
which mask neglect and incompetence to effect glory.
Mr. Reagan has taken the proverbial bull by its horns. The economy
has clearly shown signs of slump. And troubles are not expected to alter
appreciably, by the Administration's own estimates, for a few months.
Further cuts in taxes are designed to initiate a rejuvenated interest in
investment and savings. Providing industry with the capital to expand or
rebuild (something which the nation's auto makers must do to stave.off
demise) is imperative; increased savings will boom an almost moribund
construction industry. With a re-awakeni- ng of the economy will come
larger revenues for the government, at which time Mr. Stockman can
. . . . .i ,t r - f i - JDegm io oaiance ine ouagei. oucn is ine concept ui &uppiy-M- ;
economics.
In spite of the slight improvements in the domestic economy in the
past year, there remain problems. No one denies this. Treating these
problems causes the conflict. The Administration's Economic Recovery
Act, not yet having celebrated its fourth month as government policy,
must work if utter economic chaos is to be thwarted. Too many nations
(England being only too stark an example) have gone the way of ruin.
Such a threat hanging ominously over our heads ought to be reason
enough to give the President's economic program time to prove itself.
Peace Corps
Peace Corps urgently needs
individuals to serve as volunteers
with skills in math and science
education, agriculture, forestry
and fisheries, home economics
and nutrition, or civil engineering.
Math and science teachers are
ranked highest on the most-neede- d
list. In some developing
' countries, a student's ability to
score high on entrance exams
determines whether he or she will
attend high school. According to
one Peace Corps volunteer
serving m l ogo, ine eaucanon
system is such that it is harder for a
Togolese student to get into high
school than into college. It is
important that increasing
numbers of people in developing
natjpns gain post secondary
education to fill the leadership
positions in their countries that
have opened since independence.
Other skills badly needed by the
Peace Corps include industrial
arts and vocational education,
mechanics, medical lab
technology, and occupational and
physical therapy.N
In Zaire, for instance, children
suffer from malnutrition because
there is no skilled labor to maintain
vehicles to transport food. "There
is an incredible need in Zaire for
mechanics who can repair and
maintain vehicles," says Baudouin
de Marcken, former Peace Corps
country director for Zaire. It is
critical that Zaire begin to develop
vocational and training courses in
everything, from auto repair to
carpentry, according to
deMarcken. .7
The work, of a single skilled
volunteer can trigger ,benefits in
many areas of community life. A
recent agriculture volunteer in
Honduras .pointed out that
improving the diet of local children
resulted in better health, which
increased school attendance and
opened the way to a better
PREGNANCY
TESTS
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Needs Trained Recruits
education.
As Peace Corps moves into the
decade of the 80s, the agency will
begin to consider means of making
a greater impact on the people
whom they strive to help. At the
agency's- - 20th anniversary
conference, held in June at
Howard University in Washing-
ton, D.C., Prime Minister Edward
Seaga of .Jamaica called for more
agronomists, agriculturists, and
others to help train his people. He
.
wants to see Peace Corps work in
those areas that have more of a
multiplier effect.
. The Ohio Ballet Company
will be performing in McGaw
on Saturday evening, Feb. 6, at
8:15. A limited number of stu-
dent tickets are on sale at three
dollars; adult tickets are $7.50
at Lowry Center Front Desk.
Lectures Capture
Baroque Paradox
by Dauid Wilkin, French Dept.
The Baroque Paradox serves as
the theme , for this year's .,
Humanities Syrnposkirn. It centers
on the confusing and often contra-
dictory currents of thought, art
and science during the 17th
century. Following hard- - on the
religious upheavals of the 1500s,
perhaps in part an expression of
the Counter Reformation, the
baroque sought to evoke, strong
emotion, whether in literature or
the visual arts. Grotesque and
writhing movement, strong
contrasts of color and word,
concern for the passing of all that
is, characterize the works of poets
and artists of the period. The
Baroque Paradox is a sign of these
times -- when ancient ways of
thinking, and venerable
authorities, clashed with the new
(cont. on p. 6)
Peace Corns director Loret
Miller Ruppe stated in her speech
before the 1981 summer
commencement of Northern
Michigan University in Marquette
that Peace Corps can take well-motivat- ed
Americans and train
them for service in the Third
World.
Persons interested in
information about service in the
Peace Corps may caD 800-424-858- 0,
Ext. 93, toll free, or write
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C..
20525.
--
-
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Chris Baker, above, contributed to an innovative worship service
last Sunday in McGaw ChapeL A combination of liturgical dance(Baker), clowning (Bob Wouenberg), dramatic readings and
music highlighted the special service. Photo by Sue Mertz. -
European Peace Movement
Why No U S. Counterpart? u
(cont. from p. 2) "' -
the world, while in 1981, --55 million people died of starvation. In my
opinion, these two figures go hand in hand, and they make America's
self-portray-
al as fighter for human rights and happiness seem more than
a little false.
The demands of the European peace movement are therefore the
following:
1. Removal of aD foreign ABC (atomic, biological, chemical)
' weapons from Western Europe. France and Britain are themselves
nuclear powers; this remains another aspect to be dealt with.
2. Creation of a neutral, non-nuclea- r, thinly-arme- d buffer zone in
Central Eurooe. This woukl make a siimris r-mwnt- Vwnl sta-- l Va.
the USSR on a Western ally impossible. The only gaps in such a belt'
today are Germany and Denmark.
. 3. No. to the stationing of the neutron bomb on European sol
4. Disarmament talks also on nuclear bombers and submarines.
The "Zero Option" advocated by the U.S. in Geneva is completely
unviable because only land-base- d weapons are on the agendas
US. has only one-thir- d of its nuclear potential on land, the USSR a full70. Again, this cannot possibly be called an attempt at creating an
arms balance. i
I am no friend of the Soviets, as I am no friend of any totalitarian
.
regime. But neither will I support American policies just on the basis of
the fact that they are American. I was one of the over 300.000 at the
October dernortstrahon for peace and disarmament in Bonn. Rarely
have I felt such unity with other people, such power to change matters.
Smce then, hundreds of thousands have demonstrated in London, Paris,
Rome, Madrid and-elsewhe-re. We are already a political force to be
reckoned with, and we are growing. But .where are those hundreds of
w J. : A : 1 tin i mNOTE: (Most numbers and figures are taken from 'Stem und DerSpiegel, Germany's two most prestigious news magazines.) - - -
Torsten Wasch is presently studying international Ion of the
Unkiersitat Bonn.
Pressure Prompts
Suicide Increase
(cont. from p. 1) N .
in response, a growing number
of campuses are starting stress
prevention - and outreach
programs. Faculty, staff and
student leaders learn the warning
signs of stress, and when to refer
colleagues to professional
counseling. Other campuses
teach resident managers in dorms
to watch for students who grow
withdrawn, moody, emaciated or
who drink heavily.
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Barb Brown's senior Independent Study project, Dames at Sea, here in rehearsal, premieres
Thursday, Jan. 28 at 8:15 p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. The "nautical" musical also plays Saturday
evening, Jan. 30. Left to right: Joan Marriot, John Ebert, Jamie Haskins, Sarah McGraw. Photo by
Meg Wehriy.
Possible Demise of GSLs Projected
(cont. from p. 1)
estimates based on these
projections. In preparing for the
present academic year, they
followed a similar procedure and in
most cases only minor alterations
in awards took place after the final
figures were revealed.
Sometime this month, the staff --
hopes to have some insight into
plans for the next budget. It is
normally in January that the
President gives his recommenda-
tions for the following fiscal year,
which in this case will be 1983 and
will affect the 1983-8- 4 school year.
The Financial Aid Office will then
assume some movement in the
fisca 1982, affecting the 1982 83'
academic year, toward the goals
set by the President for the fiscal
budget 1983.
Orehovec anticipates a massive
"attack" on the GSL program. As
possibilities, he conjectures an
increase in the origination fee to
ten percent, a total elimination of
the grace period, and the added
burden of paying interest on the
loan while still in school. Orehovec
says this last step, should it take
place, would be "the demise of the
program." The GSL would
become an "administrative
nightmare" for bankers, who are
responsible for handling the
payment of interest; the increase
in paperwork and cost would be
tremendous, and Orehovec
believes it would be enough to
eliminate the GSL totally: "If the
program is not attractive to
bankers, it won't work."
According to Orehovec, the
cost of the program is not with
loans currently being granted, but
with loans already out, of which
the government muse pay a
portion of the interest. Rather than
1
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elimination ot the program,
Orehovec would like tp see an
incentive offered to students to
pay back the loans more quickly,
thereby saving the government
the interest funds. An example
might be a ten percent reduction in
the loan if it is repaid early.
Equally distressing is the
considerable discussion in
-- Washington of going to a block
grant funding program, in which a
sum would be awarded by the
government, but it would not be
earmarked for a specific program.
The advantage for the government
of changing to this type of funding,
says Orehovec, is that cuts can be
made more easily, without the
ethical and philosophical
considerations which arise when
cuts of a specific program occur.
There is- - a real possibility of
block grant funding taking place in
the fiscal budget 1983. As
indicated by unofficial oovemnvnt
figures provided to the Voice by
Orehovec, the OMB will propose
an allocation of $1.44 billion for the
Pell Grant ; program, with no
allocations for the Student
Educational Opportunity Grant,
the National Direct Student Loan
program, or the Teacher Cancella-
tions program. In comparison,
each of the four programs
respectively received the following
allocations in the fiscal budget
1981: $2346 billion, $370 million,
$186 million, and $14.8 million.
This represents a reduction of
approximately $1.5 billion, with
either an elimination of the
programs other than the Pell
Grant, or a change to block grant
funding, under which' the lump
sum of $1.44 billion dollars would
cover all four programs.
VI
Orehovec assures that Wooster
will not be hit as hard as some other
schools, including private ones,
who are more dependent on federal
money. Orehovec stressed(Voice, Oct. 31, 1981) that a
movement toward "creative
financing" of a college education
will probably occur. For example,
alternatives would be a five or six
year payment plan rather than a
four year one, and students
finishing college in less than four
years by attending summer school
when possible. Students must
begin looking for options other
than the "traditional box" of a four-yea- r
education.
HERE AT
'(cont from p. 4)
a quality common to the origins of
many of us. With the seeming shiftjn America's official atittude.
toward Menachem Begm's Israel
and the Anti-Defamati-on League's
recent report of a rise in overt an ti-sem-itic
acts throughout the
country, that experience is indeed
worth examining again.
"Poland's Attempt at
Democracy" is the topic which
Professor Karol H. Borowski has
chosen for his Wednesday convo-
cation address. Borowski,
recently returned from Poland,
was educated in Poland at the
Catholic University in Lublin and
in the United States at Yale
University. He is currently
Professor of Sociology at Laboure
College in Boston.
Borowski's special interests
sociology of religion and
development of labor movements
give him unique insight into the
religious and political roots of the
Solidarity Movement and its
conflict, with the state. As -- a
founder and active member of the
Yale Committee for Academic
Cultural Relations with Poland,
Borowski r. has recently. ' been --
involved in assisting Polish
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MacKenzie's Intimate View of Japan
Presented Through" Slides at Babcock
by Jim Luce
"Japan: an Insider's View" is the
title of a slide show to be presented
' in the Babcock Main Lounge on
Tuesday, January 26. Taken from
the collection of former professor
Dr. Donald MacKenzie, the slide
presentation will focus on village
life in southern Japan. Mrs. Ruth
MacKenzie, who accompanied
her husband on several research
leaves to Japan, will present the
slides.
The MacKenzies spent two
leavesin Japan, at which time they
became "familiar with Japanese
culture and ceramics. In 1975-7- 6,
Dr. and Mrs. MacKenzie lived in
Kyoto, the ancient capital of
Japan. During their stay in Kyoto,
the MacKenzies visited over 47
potters; including the internation-
ally known . ceramic artist, Mrs.
Seizan Takatori. This Japanese
potter visited. The College of
Wooster in 1976 as a guest of the
MacKenzies.
.
The slides chosen for this
presentation include pictures of
Kyoto and Tokyo. The major
focus, however, is a small village
known as Hagi, where Dr. and
Mrs. MacKenzie spent then-secon- d
research leave. As
residents, rather than tourists, the .
MacKenzies were able to capture
an "inside view" ofJapan with their
cameras.
The slide show is sponsored by
the Japan Association of Wooster.
WOOSTER
refugees seeking political asylum
in the United States. Immediately
after the convocation Professor
Borowski will-answe- r questions at
a Pit Stop in Lowry Center. On
Wednesday evening he will
participate in a fireside discussion
of Poland in Babcock at 8 p.m.,
and he will speak to the Great
Decisions Program on1 Thursday
evening on "Poland: Before, and
After Martial Law."
Musical Premiere
by Dan McKenfy
" Music, dancing, a little girl
becomes a star, boy meets girl,
and it an happens on a Navy ship. .
Domes at Sea, a musical comedy
directed by Bad Brown, will be
performed Thurs., Jan. 28 and
Sat.; Jan. .30 at 8:15 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. -
The musical, - according to
Brown, is "a Eght spoof on the
large gala Broadway shows of the
1930s. It's fun." said Brown.
There is no underlying message;
it's an escape from the winter
blahs." The parody on the 30s, and
the comic nature of the musical, is
seen when an intentionally small
cast tries to perform a large
Karancj sQEj
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in conjunction with the Babcock
Programming Board. It promises
to be of interest to the uninitiated,
-- as. well as to students involved
directly with Asian studies.
Japanese refreshments wfll be
served and the public is cordially
invited.
Lectures Capture
Baroque Paradox
(cont. from p. 5)
and ineluctable ways which we call
modern. Science, philosophy, the
visual and verbal arts all bear the
marks of these tensions between
new and old. They all bear witness
to the paradox.' Certainly, the
Jacques Caflot etching on - the
symposium's poster illustrates the
contorted spirit of the times.
(Thanks to the Publications staff
for preparing the poster.)
Professor Virginia Pert of the
Chemistry department will open
the series of four lectures with her
talk on "Atomism Revisited." She
will focus in part on Newton.
Professor Ron. Hustwit,
Philosophy, will follow, speaking
about "Minds, Bodies, Machines:
From Science to Philosophy." He
will deal with how the scientific
discoveries of the time led to new
understandings of human
perception. Then Professor
Catherine Fruhan, Art,' will
address the question of "Triumph
ami Tyranny in Baroque Art." And
Professor Susan Figge, German,
will conclude the series with her
discussion of emblematic
literature, in a talk entitled
"Imagines Ernblernaticae." In the
library. Dr. Lowell Coofidge will
prepare a display of items that
illustrate the symposium's theme.
The Baroque Paradox: 17th
Century Europe begins on Jan. 28,
and continues for the following
three Thursdays. AH the meetings
will take place in the Art Museum
Lecture Room, starting at--4 p.m.
of Dames at Sea
Broadway-typ- e show on board a
Navy showboat. "Something like
- this is rarely done at the College,"
stated Brown, who is directing the
musical as her Senior Independent
Study in the Theatre department.
"Usually, the College community
demands more message and
structure." " '
.
.
'
Tickets for the show are $1
reserved seats and go on sale Jan.
20 at the Freedlander Box Office.
CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and Confidential abortions "up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees.. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market-S- t.
CaU ton free 1-800- -362 9150.
MURRAY WORD PROCESSING:
Mailing labels, manuscripts, busi-
ness letters, LS. projects. Call
Debbie Murray, 345-537- 6.
HELP WANTED
OPENING: World Book Child-craf- t;
ifl or part-time- ;. excellent'
earnings. CaB sales manager, Pat
Stmad, 2644)465, after 5 p.m.
(after Jan.-18)- . - -
Scot Women
by Dave Bryan
What can you say about those
women basketball players? After
nine games, the Scots are 8-- 1.
Their offense is complemented by
a strong defense. The freshmen on
the squad play as well as the
unperclassmen and! the coach is
leaning back and enjoying
.
the
fruits of her labor.
.The .women Scots have
defeated Muskingum (55-49- ),
Capital (59-5- 3) and Walsh (67-63- )
to up their record to its present
heights. AD three games were nip
and tuck with the leads never
growing beyond seven or eight
points. -
Muskingum had the Scots on
the ropes in the early going.
Wooster didn't score a hoop in the
first five minutes. The Scots were
back in the game by the half,
. though, as Muskingum only led by
three, 24-2- 1. . ,
With 1629 left in the second
half, the Scots took a 3230 lead
that they never relinquished. -
Kris Leslie was the high scorer ;
with 12, Maribeth Bentler and
Darlene Kemp had 10 apiece to
put three women in double figures.
Bentler hauled down 20 rebounds
to lead the team.
Versus Capital, theScots got on
the board early, but allowed their
opponents to get back into .the
game.
After jumping out to a 22-- 9 lead,
the Scots only scored eight points
in the last 11:30 of the half. With
the score at the half, . 30-2- 6, it
looked-Ek- e the Scots might fall,
behind in the second half,
especially after their cold streak in
the first half.
But,' the score was --only-tied
once, and the Scots took the lead
with 3:05 left in the game and never
looked back. -
Bentler was high scorer with .15
' points. Kemp scored 13 and Pam
Chapman had 12. Chapman was '
.also high rebounder with 10. .
The Walsh game was a classic
The game was not decided until
.
the last four seconds of play. Both
teams- - had chances to-- ice the
victory, but neither could pull it off.
Five Scots got into the scoring
column in the first half with Bentler
pumping in seven points to lead
the way . Although they were down
by five at halftime, the Scots had
several things to be thankful for.
- With Kris Leslie and Chapman
in foul trouble, Cindy Durand and
Kym Thompson filled in nkrelv.
Amy Smith played weD on offense
and also defense. Bentler played
t
- an excellent first half as she picked
up on the scoring slack.,
Four ties dotted the second half
as both teams gained leads and
.
then lost them. ' -- '
Trie Scots rallied quickly early in
the half, knotting the score for the
first time at 38 all on a Leslie hoop
off a Chapman assist. ..The Scots
opened up a five point -- lead and
seemed to be in control at the 9:36
mark of the second half.
Walsh went on a fear, scoring 14
unanswered points and f opening
up a nine point lead. With only 5:46
left in the contest, things looked
dim in TYnken.
Lisa MuDett hit a pair from the
sin stripe to pull the Scots within
seven. It was the first points the --
Scots had scored in over four
minutes. Smith hit a jumper off a
Chapman assist to make it a 53-5- 8
game with 4:46 remaining.
Kemp went the length of the
court with a rebound to pull the
Scots within 'three, 58-5- 5, but
Walsh picked up three to make it a
six point game. :- w ;
man-to-ma-n and shut off Riazzi,
but leave Big Bill 'Metis roaming
around underneath to pick up
some points. - .
The Scots chose to switch back
and forth, showing the Lords their
multiple defenses.. Unfortunately,
for the Scots at least, the defense
they needed most, man-to-ma- n.
wasn't there at the end of the.
game. :
With 4:23 left in the contest,
Jesse Smith gave the Scots a 50-4- 6
lead on a jumper from 15 feet out.
Immediately, the Wooster squad
dropped back into their zone, a
tightly packed 2-1- -2 or 2-- 3. ?
it worked for a while.. The Lords
were patient in looking for a good ,
shot. As eould be expected, Riazzi
shook loose for a jumper from 15
feet, narrowing the Scots' lead to
264-1223-Ub- rty Stat fool of BmH
Scots Split Close Contests; 1-- 2, 0AC
by Dove Bryan .' ?.
The College of Wooster's men's
basketball team split a pair of
decisions during the past week.
After barely getting by Denisorv
6866, on Wednesday, the Scots
dropped a game they should have
won on " Saturday, losing to
Kenyon, 60-5- 2.
The Scots seemed to be in the
mood lor a blowout last
Wednesday. They took a 30-2- 9
halftime lead and built it into a 50--,
39 margin with 8:59 remaining in
the contest.
The Lords tried to get back into
the game, but still trailed, 57-4- 8,
with 5:05 left. Slowly but surely,
the Scots' lead dwindled. Down
620, the Lords tried one last,
desperation measure to get back
into the game. They put the Scots
on the foul line. Only this time, the
.
- I I l.c I All f f llv
r Sootsriast markers came from the
sin stripe. :- -'
v . Jesse. Smith led all scorers with
-
-- 22 points: Ron Beal and Lee Svete
- split 26 and Chris Thomas
'
popped
.
in 10, ' ' - s
.
Saturday, hosting the Kenyonr; "1 Lords the Scots were faced with a
.
'
choice between the lesser of two
evils; they could go zone and have
, Chris Riazzi firing fling the ball into
the hoop from 25 feet out or go
OEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-H ; ;
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
PlayingGood Hoops; 8-- 1
Smith and MuDett hit a jumper'
apiece to offset a Walsh 'basket
and make the score 63-5- 9. Then,
the parade at the foul fine began.
Leslie hit a pair, MuDett popped
two in and Leslie added a singleton :
to make the score 64-6- 3, in favor of
the Scots, with 36 seconds on the
clock.
Two jump bails and several
missed Walsh shots kept them
from scoring as Kemp scored the
last points of the game. She scored
on a foul shot with four secondson
the clock and then followed up her
miss on the second, shot for the
final tallies. '
Four Scots hit double figures. In
a very balanced attack. Chapman
scored 14, while Kemp, Bentler, -
and Leslie all had 13. Bentler did
another good job on the boards,
hauling in twelve to lead the team.
'
"We were worried about
Walsh's foul shooting. It certainly
kept them in the game. But, so did
ours in the clutch," said Coach
Nan Nichols. Tarn and Kris did an
excellent job in the second half,
.especially with the foul trouble
they were both in."
"Lisa was a-b- it shaky early on,
but in the clutch, she was there
when we needed her," Nichols
said. "Smith is tough, but has a
little learning to jdo yet."
The Scots .travel to Ohio
Northern on Saturday. "All the
games are tough from here on in,"
said Nichols. The Scots host'
Defiance on Monday, the 25th, in
their only game during the next
week. On. the weekend, they host
the Malone Pioneers, who
--eliminated them from the Satellite ;
Tournament last year.
two, 50-4- 8.
. After the Scots .missed an
opportunity to widen their lead,
Gary Reinke followed up a missed
shot to tie the score , -- . . ;j
A . Scot turnover, following a
timeout, led to a Metis layup arid a .
Lords lead that they never relin-
quished. Kenyon outscored the:
Scots 12 2 in the last 3:42 of the
game. -
Riazzi ended the game with 19,
most of his points coming when
the Scots were in a zone defense?
Svete did an excellent job of
-- shutting him down in man-to-ma- n.
Melis and Reinke had 11 and 12,
respectively underneath.
" Chris Thomas led the Scots"
with 14 points, Svete adding 13
and Beal." 10. Svete and Kevin.
' (cont. on p. 8)
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Why are the
Sports Editorial .......
Scots Losing?
Even though the men's basketball team has a record that is over .500
and their defense is one of the top ranked squads in the nation'sDivision
ID schools, where has it been for the last three games?
A six point lead with 2:38 was lost against Wittenberg, an II point
1 1 wu yu l wa aquanucigu wimo ism nam oiiu a mui nin rsou wo km ur
their most recent game, Kenyon. . .
The tendency of Coach Al Van Wie is to change defenses during the
game. This never gives the opponent the same "look" each time they
come down the floor. The Scots play a variety of zones, man-to-ma- n, and
half-cour- t and full-cou- rt trap defenses. With the constant switching of
defenses, a team has to stop for a second and decide what offense to cafl.
This strategy has worked well in the early stages of the games and keeps
the Septs close due to their limited scoring capabilities. But, in the past
few games, the tried and tested zone defenses have failed the Scots In the
end. In their last two games, the Scots have resorted to the zone in the
final five minutes and been defeated. -
.
But, whether he was unwilling to stick with the defense that gave him
the lead or whether he wanted to try and keep the Lords off of the foul
line. Van Wie put the Scots into a 2-1-- 2 zone. Tim Riazzi, a hot outside
shooter, who had been held in check by Svete since early in the second
half, found the --zone more to his liking. He popped in a 15 footer to start
the Lords on their way to victory.
This is not meant to be a criticism of the team, just of the tactics of the
coach. The Voice would welcome any comments or further thoughts on
this line.
Scot Swimmers Get Splashed; 66-4-5
by Sydney Smyth '
Although the Scot Swimmers
turned in an impressive
performance Friday, January 15,
their efforts were not enough to
overcome the always-toug- h
Westminster. Titans. The meet,
. however, was a close one with
.
Wooster winning five out of the
eleven swimming events. They fell
to the Titans by a score of 66-4- 5
close considering that Wooster
has divers. "- no t
The Andrew brothers had an
exciting day, taking three of the
five firsts. Bifl Andrew snapped up
the 200 free in 1:5L63, and the 500
free in 5:07.91, while older brother
Rick outdistanced everyone in the
1000 free in a time of 10:33.57. Rick
Wurster . also performed well,
'taking the 100 free in :50.68. The
other first place came from the 400
free relay of Wurster, Bill Andrew,
Bifl Mayo and Tom Rancich
(3:26.98). -
.
The men also took second
andor third in every other race.
by Dave Bryan
often fighting to the end. Mark
Corts fought yard by yard for third
place in the 200 1.M., with Dowda!)
touching in less than a second off
the other two (2:15.0, 2:15.4 and
2:15.7, respectively). Dowdall also
placed second in the 200 back in
2:11.83. The 400 medley relay of
Dowdall, John Ebert, Rancich and
mnsici uaiic uijuw isium
minster's relay (3:47.33) in atime
of 3:49.97. Bifl Mayo added
seconds m both .50 free (23.10)
and 100 free (:51.85). Rancich was
right behind Westminster's Nappt
(National Qualifyer) in the 200 fly.
touching in in a time of 2:05.57.
John Ebert and. Dave Shuster
were second and third in the 200
breast ";(231.34 and 236.10),
adding more points. . "
.
- ' V
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.M - - i ri ney jom ine women ai rvenyon
today and tomorrow for GLCAs,
and their next home meet is Satur
day, Feb.. 6, at 2 pjn. in the
natatorium. ' '.r--
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Women Tankers "Part the
by Sydney Smyth
The women's swim team swam
to victories against Wittenberg,
Denison and Oberfin Universities.
They defeated Wittenberg in
short course meet at Witt held
Thursday, Jan. 14 with a score of
82 to 44. They also beat Denison
and Oberlin in long course meets
held at home Saturday, Jan. 16
and Tuesday, Jan. 19 with scores
of 90 to 39 and 93 to 35
respectively.
At Wittenberg, Wooster took 13
out of the 16 first places, with four
women winning two or more
events. Amy Russ took firsts in 50
breast (35.2), 100 I.M. (1:07.8) and
100 breast (1:15.4). Susan Allan
took firsts in 100 fly (1:06.1) and
200 free (2.08.3) while Sherri
Sterling swam away with the 200
I.M. (2:22.6) and the 50 fly (30.1).
Amy McCkimpha took first place
on the one meter board, diving two
rounds with the scores of 137.9
and 170.7 respectively.
The other first places were by
Deb Allenby in the 500 free
(5:40.7), Ella Romig in the 100 free
(59.1). Jen Rodgers in the 50 free
(27.03) and the 200 free relay of
Rodgers, Marrie Neumer, Romig
and Sterling (1:48.7).
The races that Wooster did not
win were extremely close.
Wooster was touched out in the
200 medley relay. Their relay of
Lisa Bove, Nancy Jo McMillan,
Allan and Romig came in .3
seconds behind Witt (2:03.86
Woo). Allenby placed second in
the 50 back (33.8) while Witt's
Thomas was first in 32.4. Bove was
barely second in the 100 back
behind Witt in a time of 1:11.6.
The women then moved on to
defeat Denison, despite Denison's
large team and three divers.
McCkimpha performed her best
ever to outdive the three Big Red
divers, and easily secured her
Scots Split Pair
(cont. from p. 7)
Newbill each had five rebounds for
the Scots, who were outre-bounde- d,
2&21.
The Scots played Ohio
Northern at home Wednesday
and will face Heidelberg and
Baldwin-Wallac- e during the
coming week. All three teams are
on or near the top of the OAC.
Unless their scrappy defense gets
some help on the offensive end of
the court, the Scots may see then-recor- d
fall to below .500 for the
first time in five weeks.
j PARTY!
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place in Nationals on both the one
and three meter boards with top
scores of 421 and 275 respectively.
Sterling showed Denison what
she could do by winning the 1000
free in 11:133 and then the 400
I.M. in 5:04.0. Allenby performed
well, bringing in the 200 fly in
2:20.9, only 2 seconds off National
cuts, while she outswam everyone
in the 200 free (2:06.9). Russ also
took two first places, the first in
100 breast ( 1 : 133) and the other in
100 free (58.3). Romig sprinted
through the 50 free to win with a
26.6 with Rodgers right behind in
26.69. McMillan easily took the 200
breast in 2:41.9, while Bove
captured the 100 back in 1:09.9.
Tuesday, the swimmm' women
really outdid themselves, taking 14
out of the ' 15 events; Sherri
Sterling swam an incredible race in
the 1650 free, easily qualifying for
Nationals in 18: 17.4, well under the
cutoff time of 18:24.18. Neumer
made consideration time, for
Nationals with a time of 25.6. She
was followed right behind by
Romig (26.6) and Allan (26.9) for
Wooster to take one, two and
three in that event.
I
f
f
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Pool" for. Three Easy Wins
Wooster also took one, two and
- three in the 200 back with Rodgers
(2:32.50). Allenby (2:33.2) and
Christen (2:40.9). Rodgers also
won the 100 back in 1:10.45.
Howes ably pulled in the 200 fly in
2:26.57. well ahead of Oberiin's
2:41.65. McMiOan is closer than
ever to National cuts in the 100
breast, winning the event in
1:16.25. McCturnpha grabbed
firsts in both one and three meter
boards with scores of 182 and
222.6 respectively- -
Romig swam a beautiful 100 free
to win in 58.8 with Neumer right
behind in 59.1. Russ swam to firsts
in both 200 free (2.-06.-4) and 200
breast (2:42.51). Allan's strong
finish in the 100 fly brought her in
first in 1:04.91, her best ever. "
In the. gruelling 400 I.M.. Bove
swam a strong consistent race,
but her efforts were just not.
enough to catch the awesome
women from Oberlin. Bove pulled
in second in a time of 5:38.27.
Wooster's 800 free relay of
Neumer, Allan, Allenby and
Sterling just missed National cuts
by one second, finishing first with a
time of 8:25.84. The 400 medley
relay of Bove. Russ, Allan and
Howes also finished first in a time
of 459.9. Although Kathy Marshall
did not place in the top three spots
in her races, she swam her best
times ever in the 200 free and in the
200 breast.
The women's team is with the
men's team at Kenyon today and
tomorrow for GLCA's. This is the
first of three gruelling battles
against Kenyon for the women this
season. The Scots are hoping to
"outshine" them from the start.
Their next" home meet will be
Tuesday, Feb. 2 against
Muskingum.
The College of Wooster
wrestling team has a 2-- 3 record.
The Scots wrestle at Baldwin-Wallac-e
in a quadrangle meet
this Saturday. An in-dep- th look
at the-6qua- d will appear in the
next issue.
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